
HOW TO WRITE A MEMOIR BLOG

When it comes to writing a memoir, there are 4 things you need to focus on. If you do, your powerful story will have the
best chance of impacting others.

For example, if Hillary Clinton wrote a memoir about raising a child in the White House, she would be pulling
in tidbits about how she handled the media, who she let visit her daughter during sleepovers and how she
navigated the politics of parenting during her time in the White House. So it helps if they are in the middle of
a journey people find interesting parenting, adoption, living with a disability, etc or engaged in an enviable life
of travel and fancy parties. So change more than the name. Not sure if a blog-to-book coach is right for you?
You should begin by identifying the type of audience you want to build, with the ultimate goal of selling
books. This may be a good middle ground option you wish to consider. You get it. But this week I was
honored to have memoirs. All of this will provide an enticement to your fansâ€”your blog readersâ€”to later
purchase the digital or print version of the finished memoir. Or consider it a pie, where your life represents the
whole pie, and you are writing a book about a teeny-tiny sliver. Isolating a target readership will go a long
way to convincing an agent or editor of your memoir's potential. There is no need to fabricate or embellish.
For instance, a theme might be healing through running. A biography would definitely keep you busy
blogging for a long time! In this post, we share tips for writing a memoir well, as well as plenty of memoir
examples. But even if they did, would it be the right, ethical, kind thing to do? Maybe you even told your story
effectively which drove traffic to your blog. Then, all of a sudden, she finds out you're writing a book. Did it
change how you thought about others or yourself? I hope you find the lists and links below helpful. Share
this:. As the seasons change and the tree matures, its leaves compost into the soil of memory for future
generations, helping life go on. Take them on an emotional journey that motivates them to read the next
chapter, wonder about you well after they finish the last page, and tell their friends and colleagues about your
book.


